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1. 
A H .::> T 
TI 
RA • 1M 
XP 1M T J TI E 
Th ci ntific and t chnical obj ctiv 0 th 
xp rim nt r as follows: 
- )-
AT ) 
E - / AT - < tracldng 
1. The obtainin of mor precis informati n about th alu of 
sat llit -to-sat llit tracking for g od sy. Th utility of continuous 
span of tracldng data cov ring half an rbit of E S- will b 
studi d. For xampl , vid nc t 1.' "Tavity anaomali swill b 
sought. Th s r ults will b corr lat d with th xp ri nc p ovid d 
by th NIMBUS-E/ A TS- F experiment. 
2. The pr cis valuation of th orbit d t rmination t chniqu involving 
th tracking of a n ar-earth sat llit from a synchronous satellit , 
and th pr cis valuation of th performanc of th sat llit - to-
satellite tracking system. 
3. Th conducting of int rcomparison experim nts involving the satellit -
to- atellit tracking syst m and other tracking syst ms on E s-
and ATS-F. 
4. The evaluation and use of the satellite-to-satellite tracking capability 
and the radar altimet r capability for the purpos of conducting arth 
physics studies, including oceanographic studies. This will include 
joint experimental activities and analyses involving th GE S-C 
altimeter and satellite-to-satellite tracking betwe n the ATS-F and 
GEOS-C spacecraft. Correlations between altimeter measures and 
satellite-to-satellite tracking data will b looked for. 
The orbits of the GEOS-C spacecraft determined on the basis of its 
conventional trackIng systems will be known with greater accuracy than those 
of any other near-earth satellite which could be used with ATS-F in a 
satellite-to-satellite tracking and orbit determination experiment. For 
example, it is anticipated that both the GEOS-C and the ATS-F spacecraft 
will be fitted with laser corner reflecto. s . This will make possible the 
determination of precise orbital positions for both spacecraft in an inde-
pendent manner, and the conducting of precision orb . tal and tracking system 
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int r mp ri n udi lnv lvin th tw t which cann 
Th 
th p n t quipp ~d wi h 1 r corn r r fl ctor 
In will 
r p r cond u in m 
inv ti t d. 
rat tacking data 
urin int als tnt 
Th ration f th do not involv control j taction . H nc , 
r f r nc tandard orbits of an r quir d 1 ngth can b obtain d without an 
of th c mplications ass ciat d with control j t op ration. It is exp ct d that 
r f r nc tandard orbits at least a w k in 1 ngth and p rhaps as long as a 
month in 1 ngth will b us d in th analys s. 
n th basis of th s factors, th n, as was point d out in R f r nc 1, 
E is th 'd al sat 11it for providin th r fer nc standard orbital 
information which will b ss ntial for the prop valuation of th , sat llite-
to-sat 11it tracking and orbit det rmination techniqu sand th ir potential 
application to g od tic problems. 
, p 
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II. 
T -
and 
th 
h 
c v ra 
knowl d 
d t rminati n of 
sat Hit • 
c I 
tr ckin rd d b th - / 
or it 
rth 
inc sa Hit orbit d t rminati n is now bas d n th us of 
multipl short arc trackin data spans from man trackin 
th long r data arc .. obtain d via th - '/ T link 
th orbit d t rmination of its If. In addition, th link is s-
s ntially an th r tacking sy t m providing additional trackin data to 
b c mbin d with data from c nv ntional ground bas d st Tl:is 
should furth r tr n h n th orbit d t rmination of 
Th cnhanc d tracking COy rag obtainabl by th - / AT -
Jink should als str ngth n int r<.:omparis n tudi of th various track-
ing syst ms involv d on th whol proj ct. 
Th re will b common p riods of tim durin which altim t r data 
and atelht. ,-to-o at llit tracking data will b obtain d. This will allow 
corr lativ studi s involving altim ter m asur m nts and sat llite-to-
sat 1 ite tracking data to be mad . 
B. Op rational 
Present tracking of artificial arth sateHit s is normally accom-
plished only by networks of a:a.ih bas d syst ms . For fairly low 
satellites, such as GEOS-C will be, tracking coy rag from a singl 
station is limited to a few minutes p r orbit. Therefore, to obtain 
relatively complete global tracking coy rag for such sat llites, xten-
sive networks of tracking stations all around the arth have b en 
esta.blished. Such networks are quite costly in terms of the instrumenta-
tion need d and the manpower involv d in op rating the networks. Also, 
because of the geographical locations of the stations, some networks 
are unable to provide adequate coverage of satellites having c rtain 
orbital characteristics. 
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tr 
in qu 
Th tr 
b E 
t Hit -to-
n 
involv 
2). 
• will aid in d t rmlnin th 
kin and Data R lay t 11it 
T · will b in a yn hr n u orbit, it will 
v r m r than half of ach orbit. 
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III. III 
1m nt 
Th kin andd nt 
inv n and nc r 
dl 
b. 
tw prim 
a di cu 
r it 1 Man uv r 
i. Th NIM 
wn particul r dvanta and 
p rturb d th 11'1n 
of om of th trackin 
ii. Th rbit will b fr of j t firin . Thi mans that 
s ntially all of th trackin data ar pot ntially us ful for 
od tic purpos . 
ov rag 
i. In addition to th link to AT F, th NIMB S- E sat Hit will 
be track d only by th ST. DAN ground sites. 
ii. Tracking of GEOS- ,in addition to th ATS-F link, will b 
perform d by optical, las r, Tranet, C-Band, SB, and STADAN 
systems. ThE' orbit of GEOS-C will thus b known with g od tic 
accuracy on t!l basis of conventional ground tracking. This 
will permit evaluat·on of the GE S-C/ ATS-F tracking data 
from the standpoints of g od sy and precise orbit d t r minati on. 
c. Orbital Charact ristics 
1. NIMBUS-E will be in a near-polar orbit. Thus, very nearly 
complete globa7 coverage sensillg of th earth's gravitational 
field will be obtainable via the NIMBUS-E/ AT8-F link. In 
addition, the NIMBUS-E/ATS-F experiment would provide 
tracking data while N.a.MBUS-E is traveling nearly perpendicular 
to the earth's equator. 
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i1. will in r 
will thu 
trav lin approxim t I 
p mit an a diti nIt 0 
fi ld. 
n in th' 
will 
vitational 
d. rackin m tr 
1. M S- can track d c ntinuousl all around its orbit 
approxim t I twic a da AS-. Al 0, AT will abl 
to provid trackin data b th in, and p rp ndicular t I th or-
bital plan of S-E. Thi cov rag will str n h th or-
bit d t rminati n solution . 
ii. P rturbations in m an anomal and altitud will b observable 
all around the orbit of S- in the cours a da . 
e. T chnology 
1. NIMBUS-E will r c ive the signal from AT by means of an 
ant nna install d on a st rable mount so that th antenna can 
point toward A TS- F. 
ii. G S-C will b equipp d with a phased array which has the 
advantag of Simplicity. 
B. re s nt Stat of the Art 
1. Current Programs 
a. Geodetic tracking-optical and electronic means are presently" 
being used to track artificial ea.rth satellites for geod tic purposes. 
However, these means are all ti d to earth-based tracking systems. 
Sat llite-to-satellite tracking will add another dimension to geo-
detic tracking of earth satellites. In addition, tropospheric and 
some ionospheric refraction problems can be avoided on GEOS-
C/ATS-F paths. 
b. Selenodetic tracking-tracking data from the five Lunar Orbiters, 
the several Apollo spacecraft, and the Anchored IMP-E have all 
been us d to improve our knowledge of the moon's gravitational 
field. The tracking coverage of a lunar orbiting spacecraft from 
an earth-based station is very similar to that which will be 
3-2 
r aliz d barth sat llit -to- at llit trackin in that continu u 
data for a ut half an orbit will b r c iv d. Th xp ri nc ain d 
in anal zing such data for th lunar ca will prov us ful wh n 
E S- / A TS- F and NIMBUS-E/ AT - F tracking data is availabl . 
c. Lunar la r corn r r f1 ctor-th placing of las r corn r r f1 c-
tors on th moon by th Apollo Project has provided scientists 
with a mans for improving our know I dge of such things as th 
eart.h-moon distanc , lunar librations, polar motions, and vari-
ations in th arth t rotational rate. 
2. Futur Geodetic and lenodetic Efforts 
a. VLBI (V r Long Baselin Int rf rom try) 
b. Drag-Ire sat llites 
c. Satellite-to-sat llite tracking between two sat llites in nearly the 
same low altitud orbit, but separa-:'ed by mean anomaly. 
d. ATS- F / ATS-G tracking. This will b another step towards even-
tual establishment of a TDRSS. 
e. Lunar satellite~to-satellit tracking with one spacecraft station d 
at, say, the L2 libration point. This will provide previously un-
available lunar backside tracking data, which will greatly improve 
our knowledge of the moon's gravity field. 
f. Laser tracking of future spacecraft. 
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I . 
• 
IM T LA H 
A. xP .Lim ntal 80nc pt 
Th A TS- i spac craft will b in a g o-synchr nous orbit, wh!.l 
will hay a much low r orbit at a propos d inclination of "bout 
200 • ons qu ntly, ATS-F will b a 1 to Its "G -C for m r than 
half of ach E orbit. 
asically, th link will op rat in th fullowing mann r: th initial 
signal will b transmitt d fr m an ATS- ground station to the ATS-F 
spac craft, wh r it will b cony rt d to th prop r mod for reception 
by G -. Th cony rt d signal will th n transmitted to EOS-C, 
wh r it will b r converted for transmission back to ATS-F and thenc 
to th ATS-F ground station via th sam instrum ntation. Th final 
data will t&.k th form of rang and rang rate sums (Figure 4-1). 
9- ATS-F 
o GEOS-C 
ATS-F SITE 
EARTH 
Figure 4-1. GEOS-C/ATS-F Link 
4-1 
, 
n sum 
Rang rat urn r 4 
aus f th short tim int rvals involv d b tw n tran mis ion, 
r c pHon, and r transmission of signals, it is conv ni nt for many 
purp s to vi w th m asur m nt proc s s in t rms f onl two 
rang; and two rang rat s . Thus, 
Rang sum = Pl + P2 
. 
Rang rat sum Pl + P2 • 
1 1 
where P l = 2"(r 1 + r 4 ) and P2 = 2 , r 2 + r J ) 
B. Procedures and M thods 
1. Orbital Consid rations for GEO -C/ A TS- • 
The proposed GEOS-C orbit will b 926 by 1204 km.with a 20-
degree inclination, and A TS- F will b in a synchronous equatorial 
orbit. Orbital parameters for a nominal 92G by 1204 km. orbit are 
listed in Table 4-1. Figure 4-2 illustrat s that the zon of visibility 
of possible AT -F locations relative to GEOS- ' is approximatel 
±122 d grees along the orbital plan and ±24.3 degr cs across the 
TABLE 4-1 
Orbital Parameters for a Nominal 926 by 1204 km. Orbit 
Perigee Radius 
Apogee Radius 
Semi-Major Axis 
Eccentricity 
Perigee Velocity 
Apogee Velocity 
Period 
4-2 
7301 km. 
7379 km. 
7440 km. 
.019 
7.4569 km./Second 
7.183 km./Second 
106.5 Minutes 
,. 
TOP VIEW \ 
--- --
--
-- --
--
-- ---42180 Km- - - - ~() ATS-F 
GEOS-C 
ORBIT 
I NORTH POLE ..,. ", 
I --- '{.."' ''''''~.,.......-o ...... , 24.3° 
1bt<ob ~--1 
20° ----
{ 
ATS-F 
ORBIT 
~----+-----42180 Km. ---------4~~ 
SIDE VIEW 
Figure 4-2. GEOS-C/ATS-F Orbital Geometry 
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ATS-F 
orbital plan . H \ ever, tra kin curac \ ill b d raded by r -
fraction of th R n r a i pa s s throu h th arth's atmo ph r 
when EO - is n ar th horizon. Tr ckin ov r an arc which do s 
not require the RF en rg to pas throu h th atmosph re could limit 
tracking to approximately 60~ f th orbital p ri d, or for 1 hour. 
The maximum ngle acros th rbit plane will b I ss than 
±24 .3 degrees for pass s in which AT - · is n ar th orbit plane of 
E -. This angle will be about 3 de r es for a 20-d gree in-
clined orbit, and ± de rees for a 30-d gr inclined orbit. There-
fore, the experiment can be performed during selected passes with 
orbit inclinations greater than 20 de rees and narrow ant nna beam-
width across the orbit plane. 
Maximum velocity and acc I ration of E -C r lativ to AT -F 
must b consid red in som cases for tracking E via TS-F. 
Doppler fr qu nc shift of th RF n rgy r c iv d by E cor-
r sponds to v locity, and Doppl r fr qu ncy rat corr sponds to ac-
c I ration. Maximum v locit of 7.4569 km. /s cond occurs wh n 
GEOS-C is at p rig and its v locity vector is pointing toward ATS-
F. Maximum acceleration of 7.96 m/s cond/ s cond occurs as E 
C pass s b n ath AT -F, or as it. v locit relative to ATS-F goes 
through zero, and E S- is at prig . These valu s correspond 
to a Doppler frequ ncy shift of 44kHz and a Doppler rat of 47 Hz/ 
second resp ctivel for a nominal 1 00 MHz uplink carri r fr quency. 
Maximum allowabl one-wa Doppler fr quency shift for tracking 
with a standard GRARR transpond r is ± 5 kHz (r f r nc 11). 
Table 4-2 tabulates the expected GEOS-C/ ATS- F tracking parameters. 
TABLE 4-2 
G EOS- C/ A TS- F Tracking Parameters 
GEOS-C/ATS-F Range, R 35,000 KM (Minimum) 
45,000 KM (Maximum) 
. 
GEOS-C/ATS-F Range Rate, R 7.5 KM/SEC (Maximum) 
.. 
G EOS- C/ A TS- F Acceleration, R 0.01 KM/SEC 2 (Maximum) 
ATS-F Pointing Angle 10 DEG (Maximum angle off boresight 
to center of Earth) 
ATS-F Angle ~ate .01 DEG/SEC (Maximum) 
GEOS-C POinting Angle 122 DEG (Maximum Angle off 
boresight) 
GEOS-C Angle Rate .09 DEG/SEC (Maximum) 
4-4 
2. racking ch ules 
H re, the assumption is mad th t th avail ble G p w r 
supply will limit the maximum use of th A link to about 2 hours 
p r day, or approximately 2 half-orbit p sses of -. A tually, 
GEO -C will make ab ut 13-1 orbits each day. 
A feasible approach to using the maximum coverage tim for geo-
detic purposes only would b to track 2 half-orbit passes each day 
separated by n non-tracked orbits, with n takin on any of the valu s 
0, 1, 2, ____ , N-l, wh r N is th approximat numb r of E 
orbits per day. This would result in the following set of possible 
tracking schemes for each day. 
rbit No. 
n ° 
1 
2 
N-l 
. . . . .1234567 N N+l 
4-5 
(II r , ach lin - indicat s appr ximat 1 h If-or it c v rag 
usin th A TS- link.) 
With any of th s sch m s, 0 curs , \ uld track d 
with th cony l'ltional ,,-0' ud-bas d yst ms b for , durin, and 
af r th A1'S- coy r d pass s. 
Another possibl sch m would b to syst 
GE -C via ATS-F in all r gions in which 
by any oth r trackin syst m. Such COY ra 
d t rmination of GE S- . 
mati cally ob rv 
S- is not obs rv d 
would aid th orbit 
It is plann d to us th aribb an region as th prim t st ar a 
for th radar altim t r xp riment, mainly b caus th ground-
bas d tracking coverag is optimal as GE -C passes ov r this 
r gion. It would ther for b an advantag to obtain GE S- / 
A TS- F tracking data at th sam tim that altim t r m asur ments 
are mad in the Caribbean ar a. This additional co 'crag would 
help strengthen th altimet revaluation. 
It would also b desirable to obtain GEO -C/ ATS-F tracking 
data during p riods when altimeter measur ments ar made over 
other water areas where the ground-based tracking coverage is 
not so extensive (e. g., two approximately 30-minut pass s per 
week over th Atlantic Ocean). Th se passes should b concur-
rent with the passes of GEOS-C during which altimeter data ar 
obtained over the Caribbean area. 
The colocation of the portable A TS- F ground station and a 
portable laser station at the Tananarive STADAN site, when the 
ATS-F satellite has been moved to its African location, might 
provide useful results for checking the accuracy of the range sums 
obtained through the GEOS-C/ A TS-F links. When GEOS-C passes 
over Tananarive, the geometry would look something like that 
shown in Figure 4-3. 
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ATS-F 
GEOS-C 0 
Figure 4-3. Tananarive Colocation Experiment Geometry 
Th n, P I ~ P2 + P 3, here the P i 'sar ranges. H r , PI + P2 
would b measured by the GEOS-C/ATS-F system, P I would be 
measured by the A TS installation and th las r station, and P 3 would 
be measured by the STADAN site and the laser station. 
c. Data Analysis 
1. Evaluation of Tracking and Orbit D termination Syst rns 
The orbits of both the GEOS-C and ATS-F spacecraft will b d-
termined from conventional ground-based system data. In addition, 
the orbit of GEOS-C will b det rmined using the GEOS-C/ A TS-F 
link tracking data. The differ nces b tween th two GEOS- orbits 
will be examined and analyz d. There are other analyses which can 
be carried out, using different combinations of tracking data. 
The major difficulty in precise orbit determination of th GEOS-C 
spaceeraft via the tl'acking relay link lies in locating the synchronous 
spacec!'afL p0sition with tolerable uncertainty. This type of error 
corresponds to the location uncertainty of a ground tracking station 
4-7 
ultin t ckln ( 
nt 
t rmination st m 
). 
nt T iti n rrors 
ing au. d tracking s rror of 6 R = 8 R - ISm . 
and 6 I> R - O. 5 em/ and imulat d trackin of th AT 
pac craft of 24 hours (5 min. f p r s c. (R R) -trackin 
v r y 1/ 2 h ur), on obtain total r. m. • osition rror of: 
() 6 S 30m 
(2) 6 S 12 m 
6R and 6 Rar bias rrors, and SR and SR ar random. Th 
valu und r (1) is bas d up n hypoth tical tracking by Too-
woombcL and Mojav • That und r (2) is bas d upon hypoth tical 
tracking by arnarvon and To woo mba. Th r as on for th 
lar diff r nc in th rror is th good trackin g om try of 
(1) (EW and NS s paration), and th poor g om try of (2). 
GSFC Experience- Present ATS Po~~~,on Errors 
Using real data, orbital overlap techniques, and the GSFC 
Definitive Orbit Determination System, the following r.m.s. 
position errors have been obtained in the past. 
6 S 1500 met rs 
for a case in which Rosman and Mojave wer us d as tracking 
stations. This corresponds g ometrically to the hypothetical 
Carnarvon-Toowoomba cas describ d above under Error 
Theory. 
As it can be seen, the the~retical and practical errors are in good 
agreement. The purpose h re is to demonstrate that the theoretical 
error predictions are not too far off our practical valu s obtain d 
recently. This gives . some confidence in the error predictions shown 
below for the experiment proposed. 
4-
o W longitud , 
• Ran and 
v a b 
w s, v nl distribut d. 
Th f 11 win 
I an n is m t r 
Ran bia m t r 
Rang rat nois 1 cm.1 c . 
Rang rat ias • 2 cm/s c . 
ata R mpling rat . I min. 
(It should b not d that th s rror valu s r flect anticipat d p rform-
anc of th E - I AT8-F syst m.) 
igur -4 shows the position rrors for AT -F and E - , assuming 
no station location rror for th ·j'ound station at Rosman. igur 4-5 d -
picts th same thin • assuming a 60 m t r location rror for Rosman. 
2. lnt rcomparison of Tracking yst ms sing at llit - atellit Data 
The more compl t cov rage afford d by th , GE - I AT8-F link 
will serv to str ngthen and xtend int rcomparison results. 
~. Geod tic Analysis 
The GE08-CI A T8-F link will provid much more complete track-
ing coverag over the global region betw en the latitudes plus and 
minus the inclination of the GE S- orbit. This data, combin d with 
existing stores of geodetic data, should strengthen solutions for the 
gravity field of the earth. 
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In additioll, th continuous data r c iv d from th S- / A TS-
link can b xamin d to a c rtain th worth of GE S-C as a dir ct 
acc I rom t r for th purpos of s king evidenc for gravit anom-
alies on th arth. Th similar typ of data obtained during th 
Apollo missions was us d by various inv stlgators to solve for lunar 
"mascons" (mass conc ntrations). 
4. Altimet r Studies 
The obtaining of altim ter data and simultaneous tracking cover-
ag by the GEOS-C/ ATS-F link while GEOS-C passes over the Canb-
bean ar a and the Atlantic cean will be carried out. The use of 
altimeter data in orbit determination will be investigated. 
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V. A ELI L DA 
was point d out in ction IV, r sults obtain d from th / 
AT tra kin data will b compar d with r ult tain d from trackin 
of b conv ntional gr und-bas d sy t m (1. ., ptical, lac r, 
Tran t, -band, , and STADAN . 
In addition, th GE - / A TS- link will b us d as an aid in valuating 
the radar altim t r by contributing tracking cov rag simultan ously with 
altim t r m asur ments ov r wat r ar as. 
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I. GI RIN HARDW 
Intr u tion 
Th propos d xp rim nt will d monstrat th f asibilit of trackin 
a pac craft in a n ar arth orbit with d tic pr cision via a s n-
chronous at lli • In thts xp riment th n ar arth orbiting sat llit 
will GE S-C and th ynchronous sat llit will b TS-. An xp ri-
m nt tracking NIMB S-E via ATS- is plann d R fer nc 3), and th 
propos d GE xperim nt will b compatibl with th ATS-F hard-
war and link and will utiliz th transpond r t chnology d v lop d for 
NIMB S. Therefor ,no m difications to th ATS- spac craft are con-
t mplat d. Th position of GE S-C will b pr cis ly d termined by 
oth r onboard instrum ntation and its orbit will not be aff ct d b mass 
expulsion forc s, thus providing an xc llent m thod for evaluating th 
t chnique of precis ly tracking a low-orbiting satellite from synchronous 
altitud . 
Thre approaches were inveHtigat d for implementation of th tracking 
r lay transponder on GEOS-C. Thes w re: 
Standard Goddard Rang and Range Rat (GRARR) transponder 
augm nted with a low nois H F input amplifier and a R F output 
power amplifier, and a relatively high gain (",6dB) antenna array. 
This approach was chosen for impl mentation. 
GRARR transponder modified to include range tone filtering in 
one channel, a RF output pow 'r amplifier, and a lower gain an-
tenna (~dB). This approach was discarded because the large 
potential delay variation through the modified transponder range 
tone filter would jeopardize the rang;- measurement. 
Phase locked loop transponder (i.e., SGLS type) with a R F power 
amplifier and a low gain antenna ("'OdB). This concept provides 
range rate tracking accuracies equivalent to the GRARR trans-
ponder but poorer range tracking accuracies with the OdB antenna 
gain. This approach was not considered acceptable because of 
the additional difficulties in loop acquisition, with no significant 
improvement in range tracking over the GRARR transponder (if 
both approaches used a 6dB antenna gain). 
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B. T ackin Link Analy is and Inv sti tion of th ugm nt d RR 
Transpond r 
ropos d quipm nt for A S-F I th synchronous sat llit , includ s 
a scann d - Band ant nna yst m and a coh r nt transpond r for th 
r lay of G ARR typ trackin signals to and from NIM S- ' . Instru-
mentation which is ing submitt d for approval for GE S- , th n ar-
arth satellit , as a r sult of studi s includ s a transpond r which in-
corp rat s both GRARR and nifi d S-Band ( SB) capability. A RARR 
transpond r has b n flown on th S-A and E S- B spac craft, and 
on GE S- will s rv as th tracking relay transpond r. Th nified 
S- Band (U B) transpond r capability will permit ground tracking of 
GE S-C from th Mann d Spac Flight N twork (MSF stations. Th 
experiment will make maximum use of existing spac hardwar and 
ground station faciliti s, will b compatible with ATS-F, and will caus 
a minimum impact on th d sign of GE S-C. 
In this section, the power budg ts for the various links are also dis-
cuss d, and the ffects of augm nting the GRARR transponder and of 
several values of ant nna gain are investigat d. Possible methods for 
augmenting the transponder include use of a low noise pre-amplifier 
and addition of a RF output power amplifi r. A low noise pre-amplifieF 
is pres ntly within the stat of the art and is planned to be used on 
future GRARR transponders, and GSFC is investigating parametric 
amplifiers for use with the GRARR transponder. A 4 watt RF output 
power amplifier is planned for NIMBUS- E and a 10 watt amplifier is 
within the state of the art. Using nominal power budgets as bases, 
system performance in terms of range and rang rate accuracy has 
been determined. 
Power budgets for the links between the ATS-F and its ground site 
are the same as those given in Reference 3, and it is assumed that they 
are stronger than the satellite-satellite links. The utilization of GEOS-
C in the system should have no effect upon the performance of the 
ground/ A TS- F / ground links, consequently, these are not analyzed fur-
ther. The GRARR GEOS-C/STADAN link has been previously demon-
strated with the flights of both GEOS-A and -B. The links of interest 
in this analysis are those between ATS-F and GEOS-C. 
The power budgets for the links between GEOS-C and ATS-F will 
not be the same as those given in Reference 3 for the NIMBUS-E/ATS-F. 
As indicated previously, it is planned to equip the NIMBUS spacecraft 
with a special quad helix articulated antenna which will be controlled 
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about two orthogonal ax s by mans of bi-axial gimbals. Th gain 
of this ant nna is to b in xc s of 1 dB for r c i' d signals and 
16 dB for transmitt d signals. Th basic pow r budg ts for th ATS 
to 'S and GE S to A T links, normaliz d for 0 dB ant nna gain 
and 0 dBW ERP r sp ctivlJy, ar shown in Tabl -1. Th Y ar th 
"nominal" power budg tb but do includ lib ral allowanc s for"mi -
c llan ous" loss, rec iv r loss, etc. 
The analysis of th syst m with an augment d GRARR transponder 
r fl cts variations in input nois temp ratur , ant nna gain, and 
trans mitt r RF output pow r . For this analysis, values assumed 
for thes param t rs are: 
Noise t mp ratur (T): 12000 , 6000 , 3000 
Ant nna gain (G): 0, 3, , 9 dB 
Output power (P): 1, 4, 10 watts . 
Nois temperature of a transpond r having a low nois pr-
amplifier will be betw en th two upp r nois temperatures assumed, 
and noise temperature using a parametric amplifier will b between 
the two lower values. Values chosen for output power are based on 
1 watt for the standard transpond r, 4 watts proposed for NIMBUS-
. , and 10 watts as the maximum which could b reasonably supported 
by the GEOS electrical pow r syst m. Antenna gains were chosen to 
obtain a realistic spread of achievable values. 
The GRARR transponder R F output carrier is generated in the 
transponder, and the modulation sidebands on the downlink signal 
are a function of the received uplink signal (see App ndix A) . Curves 
relating output carrier and sideband power to SiN at the input to the 
limiter in the GRARR transponder have been developed (Reference 
12). These curves, which are used to determine the share of the 
total R F output power in the phase modulation sideband, are shown 
in Figure 6- 1. It can be noted that carrier power remains relatively 
constant while sideband power decreases rapidly as input SIN de-
creases below + 10 dB. Validity of the curves has been verified by 
bench tests on a GRARR transponder (see Appendix E). 
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E 
Transmit w r 
Antenna ain 
canning L ss 
Pointing Loss 
Misc llaneous L s 
Scanning N twork 
Polarization Loss 
Free Spac Loss 
Receiver Loss 
bl '-1 
\ r 
F RAB w r ud 
Received Signal on a 0 dB antenna 
GEOS to AT 
rmaliz d) 
13.0 dBW 
39.0 dB 
- 2. d 
- 1.5 d 
- . 5 dB 
-2.0 dB 
-0.5 dB 
-191.0 d 
-2.0 dB 
-14. dBW 
Free Space Loss -192. 5 dB 
A TS Antenna Gain + 41. 0 dB 
Scanning Loss -2.5 dB 
Pointing Loss -1.5 dB 
Polarization Loss -0. 5 dB 
Scanning Network and Line Lo,)s -3.5 dB 
Miscellaneous -2.5 dB 
Received Signal for 0 dBW ERP at GEOS -162.0 dBW 
Receiver Noise in 550 KHz Noise 
Bandwidth: -200.9 + 57.4 = -143.5 dBW 
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b v param t r Wl r x rci with th n rmaliz d 
p \ r budg t an th "uppr ion" of -1 t d riv a lu 
r th id and / kT at th input to th c tv r for h cas • 
n xampl of uch a cal ul tion i shown in Tabl -2. 
Th RR d wnlink id band ar omp s d of th snbcarri r 
\ hich is d riv d from th uplink carri r, and th rang ton \ hich 
w r modulat d on th uplink c rri r. an accuracy is r lat d to 
th P w r of th d t ct d rangin ton only, th r for th pow r in 
th ton s r lativ to total id and pow r must b calculat d. or 
on J chann 1 op rati on with a singl ton , th 1 v 1 of ach sp ctral 
lin is 6.7 dB down r m th unmodulat d subcarri r 1 vel (r f r nc 
10), and total ton sid band pow r is 3.7 dB down r lative to total 
s id band pow r . For OIl chann 1 op ration with dual ton s, total 
pow r of th highest ton !s 4. d down r lativ to total sid band 
pow r. 
The signal r lay d back to th ground via T suff rs som fur-
th r d gradation. For exampl , a limit r loss of approximat ly 1 
dB occurs. Additional loss sand nois , v n though th AT to 
ground link is very strong, ma add another dB of S/ kT degradation. 
Cons qu ntly, th rang ton at th ground r c iver is stimat d to 
be 5.7 dB down from the sid band S/ kT in th AT r ceiv r for singl 
ton modulation, and high st tone level is stimat d to b . d 
down for dual ton modulation. 
A graph of rang instrumental accuracy versus rang ton signal-
to-noise power d nsity in th ground rec iv r for a 1 Hz tracking 
bandwidth is shown in Figur -2 (Reference 10). This graph includ s 
the error due to system resolution and the error du to th rmal noise. 
Th resolution error is constant for anyone particular tone, and is 
about 2 meters for the 100 kHz tone. It can be noted from Figure 
6-2 that system resolution is the limiting factor at signal-to-noise 
power densiti s gr at r than 45 dB. 
The range rate error analysis for the satellite-satellite tracking 
system is based on the analysis presented in the General Dynamics 
report (Reference 10) . In that report it was assumed that the relative 
levels of the downlink carrier and subcarrler romained constant. 
However, this assumption will not be valid at low input signal levels, 
that is, the relative levels will vary as sl-)own in Figure 6-1 (Refer-
ence 12). 
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In 
-2 
mpl al ul tion of Inf rm ti n 
d nd / kt in c tv r 
T mp. o 0 
Ant nna d 
w r watt 
R c iv d arri r -1 (from Tabl -1) + 6 (Ant nna ain) 
= -142 dBW 
Noise -2 0.9 Corr sponds to 600°) + 57.4 (for 550 kHz nois b~ndwidth) 
= -1 3. 5 dBW 
(S/ ) . = -1 2 - (-1 3.5) + 1.5d in 
Therefore, 
id band Signal Po e r 5.5 dB down (from Figure 6-1) 
Sideband oise Pow r 5.5 + (S/ N) in 7.0dBdown 
In A TS Receiver: 
Received Signal -162 (From Table 6-1) - 5.5 (above) + 12 (ERP of GE S) 
= -1~5.5 dBW 
Received Nois (radiated by GEOS) -162 - 7.0 -I- 12 -157.0 dBW 
Thermal Noise in ATS = -143.5 dBW (Table 6-1) 
Total Noise (Combined Thermal and Received) -143.3 dBW 
SiN -155.5 - (-143.3) = -12.2 dB 
8/kT = -12.2 + 57.4 (550 kHz noise bandwidth) 45.2 dB - Hz 
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6-
h r n m l'r r in n u t th rrn 1 n 1 i 
= n 
wh r I-to-nol w 
c rrl ar cal ulat dad 
h to 1 rro (O'a) i th 
d nit (SI ) f r th c rrl r nd u-
ri d f th ang or an I 1 
0' • with th r n t r 
t urn qu r (RS ) c mbin ti n 0 
lution O'R ). 
r n 
alu s of various t rm 
2 0.0 33 rn ters (1 00 MHZ) half wav I n h at ATS- to 
fr qu ncy. 
Bn 10 Hz or 1kHz 
ampling 
rate 0' . fb fd R r 
~s C -1) 2lrN (meters/sec) 
4 1.700 0.034 
2 0.850 0.017 
1 0.4 6 0.00975 
0.1 0.0356 0.00071 
Range and range rate errors are list d in Appendix B for the var-
ious combinations of GRARR pa ·ameters and the following ground 
tracking station operating mod 
Single channel tracking 
Range error (0' R) 
Range tone = 100 kHz 
Tracking bandwidth = 1 ;Hz 
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n rror (f' ) 
o ran on 
r ckin 
mpling rat 
th 2 kHz ( 
1/ cond, 
- 1 kHz) 
alu of a R for s v r I v lu of ARR transpond "L' input nois 
t mp ratur (T) and output pow r (P) ar (at a sarn.pl rat of 
1/ c): 
G (dB) 
1200 6 
600 6 
P (\V) 
4 
10 
4 
10 
a R (m ters) 
3.1 
2.7 
2.7 
2.5 
0.017 
0.014 
0.016 
0.012 
cond) 
It should b noted that a R was calculat d assuming that only th 
100 kHz rang tone is modulat d on the uplink carrier and a it was 
calculat d assuming that no rang< ton s are modulated on the carrier. 
These conditions result in smaller errors than for other modulation 
conditions. In almost all cases, the error i less than twice the sys-
tem resolution error. 
The level of the signal received from A TS- F will generally not 
be sufficient to activate the transmitter in the GRARR transponrier 
via the existing squelch gate. 'rherefore, a command capability will 
be required to activate the transmitter, and this may either replace 
or be cormected in parallel with the squelch circuit. 
C. GEOS Spacecraft Description 
To date, two gravity gradient stabilized GEOS satellites have been 
launched, GEOS-I on 6 November 1965, and GEOS-II on 11 January 1968. 
Both spacecraft carried similar geodetic instrumentation, i.e., optical 
beacons, Sequential Collation of Range (SECOR) transponder, Goddard 
Range and Range Rate (GRARR) transponder, laser reflectors, and 
doppler beacons. In addition, GEOS-II carried two C-Band transponders, 
a passive radar reflector, and a CW laser detector. 
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A thi d G s tellite ( - C) is hein propo ed for launch ar ly in 
cal ndar y r 1972. A 926 by 1204 Km. orbit with a 20 degr inclinati n 
is contemplated. Many of th p op sed objectives of E -C ar 
similar to those ?f the predecessor GEO s tellltes, with data plann d 
for application to the NG objectives utilizing many of the same 
instrum ntation s st ms. In addition, two new sy t ms h v en pro-
pos d for GE S- : a Unified S- Band ( SB) transponder and a radar 
altim t r xp riment. 
The basic structur propos d for GE S- will b id ntical to its 
pr d cessors and will use the GE S-II backup spac craft. A sid view 
of EOS-II is shown in Figur 6-3. The top of the spac craft is an 1 
inch diamet r attach ring which mates with th v hicle attachment fit-
ting for launch; that is, th spacecraft is launched "up-sid down." The 
gravity gradient damp rand nd mass arc inside the spac craft during 
launch, and the motorized boom is xt nd d a.fter orbit is achiev d. 
Clearanc for the damp r and end mass is a 6 inch diam t r ar a con-
centric with the attach ring. Battery power dump r sistors and several 
small experiments were locat d b tw n the damp r clearanc ar a and 
th attach ring on GEOS-I and -II. Th major chang which is presently 
proposed will b the installation of a parabolic reflector for th GE S-C 
radar altimeter in place of the hemispherical broadband spiral antenna. 
The structure will imit the weight of EOS-C to 500 pounds. An esti-
mated weight breakdown of GEOS-C less th tracking relay experiment 
system for the GEOS-C/ ATS-F experiment is present d in Table 6-3. 
Total estimated weight for the equipment listed is 426 pounds which al-
lows 74 pounds for other instrumentation. Tabl 6-4 lists estimates of 
weight and volume for the tracking relay experiment system and Table 
6-5 lists the power requirements (Reference 4). 
The power system proposed for GEOS-C will be identical to the one 
in GEOS-I and -II which contained three separate subsystems, main, 
optical, and transpunder. The GRARR transponder will be connected to 
the transponder subsystem which will include a 14.7 volt, 2 ampere-
hour nickel-cadmium battery ami a solar array capable of supplying 
approximately one ampere in sunlight. n pth of discharge of the battery 
for 1 hour of tracking in solar eclipse versus transpond r power input 
is shown in Figure 6-4. Values for dep h of discharge are slightly pes-
simistic because the solar eclipse period will be approximately 40 min-
utes. Maximum tracking duration for the proposed GEOS-C orbit win 
be approximately 1 hour. The C-Band transponders flown on GEOS-II 
have an input power of 25 watts or less during interrogation. If the 
GRARR transponder has an input power of SO watts (4 watt RF nominal 
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Figure 6-3. GEOS-II Side View Configuration 
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bl -3 
s- timat dWight r ak wn A 
W i ht 
Itrn (p u .ld ) 
Structure 
Power ~upply 
olar Array 20 
Batteri s (3) 55 
abling 35 
Instrumentation 
Dopple 11 
Radar Altimeter 20 
C-Band 
USB 9 
Opti cal Beacon 20 
Laser Retroreflectors 11 
Laser Detector 6 
Van Atta Array 7 
Antennas 2 
Electronics 
_. 
Command 15 
Telemetry 11 . 
Memory 13 
Ther mal Control 30 
Attitude Control (including yaw control) 38 
Miscellaneous 25 
TOTAL 426 
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abl 6-
stimat dWight and olum fOT Tracking R lay Ex rim nt Syst m 
W 19ht Volume 
Basic Transpond r 5.5 lbs. 156 1n.3 
(6 x 4 x 6.5 inches) 
Power Amplifi 1 3.4 lbs. 234 in.3 
(6 x x 6.5 inches) 
Digital Electronics 7.3 lbs. 234 in;' 
(6 x 6 x 6.5 inches) 
operation), and both the - Band and GRARR transponders are continu-
ously interrogated for the 1 hour pass duration, the depth cjf discharge 
of the battery will be apprOximately 31 percent. If the battery is fully 
charged at the start of the 1 hour tracking pass, ttis depth of discharge 
should not degrade batt ry r liability. 
A momentum wh el has been proposed for GEOS-C. This wheel will 
tend to align the GEOS-C spacecraft se that the spin axis of the wheel 
is normal to the orbital plane. The wheel will provide gyroscopic stif-
fening about the roll axis and would ·provide the satellite with yaw con-
trol. It is estimated that yaw 'rotation can be held to ±10°. With GEOS-C 
in a low inclination orbit and yaw controlled, the r ,equired antenna array 
beam shape will be in the form of a fan apprOximately 50 degrees wide 
and ±122 degrees from the spacecraft vertical axis in the orbital plane. 
However, at angles greater than approximately ±100 dE:'';,rrees, the RF 
energy must pass through the earth's atmosphere. 
If the spacecraft is lawlChed into a higher inclination orbit, for ex-
ample i = 30° \ the antenna beam shape will have to be apprOximately 
75° wide for c'Jmplete coverage. However, by selecting a pass in which 
GEOS-C passes near the vertical through A TS-F, this restriction can be 
substantially reduced. For example, the maximum angle between the 
line from GEOS-C to ATS-F and the GEOS-C orbit plane for a pass in 
which GEOS-C passes beneath ATS-F is approximately 3° for i = 20°, 
and 4° for i = 30°. 
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Tabl -5 
E timat d ow r quir m nt for Tracking 
R lay xp rim nt Syst m 
M DULE PERATING MODE 
Transmit Transmit Transmit 
Basic Transponder R cei re Normal Low High 
Dissipation Watts 2 Watts Watts 
R ceiver 1.5 1.5 1.5 1.5 
Transmitter 0 1.0 1.0 1.0 
Receiv r DC Converter .5 . . . 
(75% efficiency) 
Transmitt r D Converter 0 5.4 2.7 10.0 
(75% efficiency) 
Sub Total 2.0 .7 6.0 13.3 
Digital Dissipation 
Commaud D tector/ 
Decoder* 1.15 1.15 1.15 1.15 
Antenna C ntrol .75 .75 .75 .75 
Link Evaluation 0 .20 .20 .20 
Digital DC Converter 1.9 2.1 2.1 2.1 
(50% efficiency) 
Sub Total 3.8 4.2 4.2 4.2 
Power Amplifier t 
Dissipation 0 12.0 6.0 24.0 
Total Dissipation 5.8 24.9 16.2 41.5 
Total Power InEut 5.8 28.9 18.2 49.5 
(Sum of dissipation 
& Transmitter Output) 
·No dis ipation if inhibited by command, also saves 1.15 watts of digital DC converter 
dissipation. 
t25 percent DC to RF efficiency is assumed. This is a conservative estimate. 
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35 40 
Th typ of ant nna pr p d for M S- would n f a ibl 
with th E S- sp c craft with ut n iv mo ification. It cud 
not b mount d at p th spac cr ft such as plann d or NIM cau 
it would int rf r with th avity- adi n r d and had w p rtions 0 
th solar array . In addition, th torqu n c ssary to sl w th ant nna 
for trackin TS- would iner as th libration amplitud and rna v n 
caus . th sat llit to tumble. v ral ant nna cone pt which ar f a i-
bl for G ar discuss d lat r. 
D. Ant nna Impl mentation 
Installation on GE S- of a m chanically st rabl antenna of th 
typ which has b en propos d for NIMB S- will flot b" f asibl b caus 
it will interfere with th gravity gradi nt b om or spadow solar cells, 
and the torqu s induced will ups t spac craft sta ilization. Antenna 
implementation on GEOS- app ars to b th major probl m area for 
satisfactory p rformance of the tracking experim nt, th refor , sev ral 
possible approach s ar consider d. Th se approach s ar the results 
of independent investigations carried out by th Jo!"ms Hopkins UniverSity / 
Applied Physics Laboratory (APL) and by the Ant nna Systems Branch 
of Goddard Space Flight Center. It has been assumed that GE S-C will 
have yaw stabilization. 
The top of the GEOS spacecraft when it is in orbit is the end which is 
attached to the vehicle during launch. The antenna concept suggested by 
APL would involve mounting five separate antennas on a modifi d hem-
isphere above the present attach ring (see Figure 0-5). In the launch 
configuration, an additional adapter section would fit over the array. 
Separation from the vehicle (Figure 6-5 (A-A)) would be accomplished 
first, then the additional adapter section would be jettisoned (B-B). 
An antenna array of five independent elements selectable by a single-
pole, five-position switch would satisfy the requirement of 6 dB antenna 
gain over 2440 in the orbital plane and 48° across the orbit plane. The 
beamwidth of each element is a 60° cone. The elements are arranged in 
the in-orbit plane and the beams are shown in Figure 6-6. The beams 
of the elements cross-over at their 1.5 dB down points (at 400 intervals). 
The array, therefore, provides 6 dB gain over a beam measuring 60° 
in the cross-orbit plane (the element beamwidth) x 2200 in the plane of 
the orbit (by selecting the element pointing at ATS/F). Because of the 
considerable overlap of the element beams, the exact time of Switching 
from one to another will not be critical. Timing sequence can be initiated 
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Figure 6-5. Five Element Array on GEOS-C 
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Figure 6-6. Element Patterns for Five Element Array 
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by r aI-tim 
d I tim. 
ound c mmand r a d la d mman with aria 1 
1 m nt which will pr vid th h ract ri tic utlin d 
plat ant nna. uch an. I m nt c v rin th 1. t 
liz fr qu ncy nd w uld a plat .0" n a id with a plat to 
und-plan pa in of 0.25". Th und plan would .0" quar. 
A major portion of th S- ant nna d sign f ort will b t 
int grat this ant nna with th m chanical d Sign of th pac craft and 
th other ant nna y t ms aIr ady on ard. h d ign d scri d in 
igur - 5 is structurally f a ibl. Th arr and witching n twork 
would p rman nU m un d on th top sid of th spac craft with th 
array 1 ment p inting alon th Z axi ,offs t to provid cl aranc for 
th b om and nd-mass. 
An ant nna syst m sugg sted by C would involv mountin an 
ant nna arr y on each of th G S-C slant pan Is which ar normal to 
th orbit plan (s Figur -7). Each array will g n rat four s parat 
st rabl beams r sulting in th ant IUla patt rns shown in igur -. 
It must be noted that the solar arrays on th slant pan Is would hay to 
b r design d, and solar pow r will b r duc d slightly b caus th 
number of solar cells will be r duc d. Each of the two antenna arrays 
consists of four cavity-back d spirals mounted on th - GEOS slanting 
face . Each array is connected to a four-port Butler matrix which pro-
vid s four overlapping b am positions along the array axis. Th Butler 
matrix is connected to a singl -pol four-throw diod switch which 
selects the desired antenna earn position upon command. A singl -pole 
double-throw diode switch selects between the two beam-forming mat-
rices, on either face of GEOS. The system block diagram for th anten-
nas, Butler matrices, and switct ing networks is shown in Figure -9. 
Each block of the diagram is d scrib d in App ndix C. 
After accounting for sv.1tch and matrix losses, array gain over 1 0° 
in the orbit plane and 50° across the orbit plane is approximately 3 dB 
or greater. Total anteIUla system weight less array supports is esti-
mated to be 3.65 pounds and DC power requirement is estimated to 0.2 
watts. An improvement to this approach might be to install two arrays 
side by side on each of the appropriate slant panels in order to increase 
the gain throughout the sector under consideration. 
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Figure 6-7. Two Electronically Steerable Arrays on GEOS-C 
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Anoth r pos ibl approach would to install on or two conical 
spiral ant nna within th attach ring on GEOS-C. Conical spiral an-
t nnas for use with the GRARR S-Band transponder hav been flown on 
GE 8-1 and -II and on oth r spacecraft. This ant nna is approximat ly 
4 inch s high and has a base diam ter of 4 inch s. Typically, autenna 
gain is great r than 0 dB r lativ to a circularly polariz d isotropic 
ant nna ov r approximately :1::70 d gre s from the antenna axis. 
Vertical cl arance for th inch ant nna height relative to th third 
sta .. motor used with GE 8-1 and GEOS-II appears to b sufficient when 
using th pr s ntly availabl inch high attachm nt fitting. However, 
acc ss to th top of the third stag is r quired during pre-launch oper-
ations, and concurr nc of cognizant launch vehicl personnel must be 
obtain d. If us of the pr s nt attachment fitting proves to be unfea.sible, 
a long r fitting could bused. 
E. Range Tone Filtering Modification to GRARR Transpond r 
In attempting to improve the signal-to-nois power density ratio of 
the GRARR downlink sidebands and tl,ereby improve syst m accuracy, 
when th input signal is w ak, a rang ton detection and filtering mod-
ification to the transpond r were investigated. This modification had 
been investigat d in the event a high gain ant nna and/or a low r noise 
figur receiver was unattractive. The downlink frequency spectrum 
would b identical to that for the standard GRARR (see Appendix A), 
and multiple station tracking would be possible. 
This method of transponder implementation was rejected for the 
following reasons: 
R,:;generation of small portions of the total ranging signal within any 
transponder has not been attempted to date. Delay variation between 
segments of the total ranging spectrum would cause rar. .::;c measure-
ment difficulty, especially in ambiguity resolution. 
Phase locked loop acquisition would be required. 
Modification to the GRARR transponder would be significant. By using 
tha standard GRARR transponder and newly developed power amplifier 
as planned for the NIMBUS-E spacecraft, cost and time saving will 
be realized. 
Additional circuitry required for this modification is shown in Figure 
6-10. The additional circuitry is placed between the post limiter filter 
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Figure 6-10. Range Tone Filtering Modification to GRARR Transponder 
in th appropriat GR RR chann 1 amplifi rand th ignal combin r 
which f ds th downlink phas modulator (ref r to Figur A-1). Th 
existing squ lch gat would b replaced by an on-off command (as it also 
must b in the augment d GRARR transpond r), oth rwis th output of 
the n w phase modulator will caus th tran pond r to transmit contin-
uously. Th purpos of the addition is to reduc th eff ctiv noise band-
width of th chann I us d for trackin from A TS. It op rat s by tracking 
th , carri r of th AT signal, demodulating and filtering th rang ton ( ) 
and remodulating th car rier with the sam modulation index. Th sp c-
tra for a single range t ne ar shown on th figure. At th output of the 
modulator the signal is id ntical to that at the pha~ d -t ctor input with 
th exception that the nois appears only in the viCinity of the carri r 
and the two sidebands. The spectral d nsity within the bandwidths of 
tracking and tone filt rs is ideally the sam as at the input to the phas 
demodulator. 
The bandwidth of th ton filter must b narrow enough to ensur that 
the r modulated A TS signal to nois ratio into the downlink modulator 
is high enough so that th signal achieves essentially all of the modulation 
index. On the oth r hand, it must be wide and stable enough to result 
in adequate tone phase stability over the desired environment. Reduc-
tion in bandwidth b low that required to effectively "clean up" the mod-
ulated ATS signal is not effectiv since the re-radiated nois spectral 
density received at th ATS remains essentially constant for bandwidths 
below this value. A conservative 3 kHz was used for the tone filter noise 
bandwidth (a margin to allow for the small loop filter contribution is 
included). This re~mlts in a remodulated signal to noise ratio of 14 dB 
when a 0 dB gain antenna and a 12000K receiving system noise tempera-
ture is used. This is a seeming improvement of approximately 25 dB 
over the standard GRARR transponder (2 x 550 kHz/3 kHz) except that 
the limiting factor here is ground system resolution, if it is assumed 
that a suitable transponder could be built. 
Parametric analyses were perforlllsd for the same transmitter power 
(P) and antenna gain (G) values as in the augmented transponder analysis 
in Section B. Since the alternate approach would probably be preferred 
only if a receiver with a lower noise temperature could not be imple-
mented, only a 12000K noise temperature was considered. 
Range and range rate errors are listed in T<.:tble 6-6 for the same 
operational modes as in Section B; that is: 
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T (oK) 
1200 
Singl channel tracking 
Rang error (0" R) 
Range tone - 100 kHz 
Tracking bandwidth - 1 Hz 
Range rate error (O"R) 
No rang tone 
Tracking bandwidth = 2 kHz (Bn =- 1 kHz) 
Sampling rate = 1/ second 
TABLE 6-6 
Range and Range Rate Errors-
Range Tone Filtering Modification 
Parameters 
G(dB) P (W) O"R (meters) 
0 1 5.0 
4 3.4 
10 3.0 
3 1 3.9 
4 2.8 
10 2.5 
f~ 1 3.1 
4 2.5 
10 2.3 
9 1 2.6 
4 2.4 
10 2.3 
-' 
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0" ' R (meters/sec) 
.041 
.026 
.021 
.030 
.020 
.016 
.022 
.016 
.013 
.017 
.013 
.012 
A bri f inv tigation has sRown that carri or acquisition and tracking 
of th phas locked loop do s not pr s nt a probl m. An xampl which 
illustrat th f asibility of th approach is pr s nt d in th followin 
paragraphs. Maximum doppl r frequ ncy and rat will b 4 kHz and 
47 Hz/ cond, r sp ctiv ly, for a nominal uplink carri r fr quencyof 
1 0 MHz. 
Consid r a transpond r carrier tracking 10 p nois bandwidth (2BL ) 
of 250 Hz. This was chos n as a first ord r compromis b tw en car-
ri r acquisition, static and dynamic tracking consid rations, contribution 
to nois bandwidth of th modifi d transpond r, and ad quat rejection 
of th 4 kHz rang ton. The total rec ived worst case pow r to noise 
d nsity (including a 1 dB limiter suppr ssion) into the loop is 44.7 dB -
Hz for a 0 dB gain antenna and a 12000K syst m noise t ,mperature. If 
dual tone modulation is us d, th carri r comoonent is down 3.7 dB to 
41 dB - Hz. The signal to nois ratio in the loop aft r acquisHion is 
th refor 
(S = 41 - 24 = 17 dB 
which is much more than ad quate .for carrier tracking. During acqui-
sition the range tones will be shut off at the tracking station (standard 
practice) until all loops in the syst m lock. '!'his prevents lockup on any 
spectral component but the carrier, and pr vides even higher SI N for 
acquisition. These values result in essentially noiseless acquisition. 
The loop natural frequency, W , (for a 0.707 damped loop) is 236 rad/ 
n 
sec which results in a maximum sweep rate for "assured" acquisition 
of 
!::::iJJ = 
w 2 
n 
2 = 2.8 x 10
4 rad/ s e 2 
The maximum carrier acquisition time assuming totally unlmown loca-
tion in the assumed uncertainty band of :LSO kHz is 
T = = 23 sees 
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Th dyn mic phas lag for th worst cas d ppl r rat 0 50 Hz/ c 
will 
&J 
e 
" 
= = 
Cc.J 2 
0 . 005 radian 
n 
whi h is n gligibl • 
h a quisition tim indicated is an abs9lute maximum. Considerable 
improv ment may occur most of th tim. If, for example, GEOS is 
acquired as it ris s abov the ATS horizon, th doppler is n ar maximum 
and is the major compon nt of fr quency uncertainty. The doppler rate 
is negligibl compared to th allowabl veo sweep rate. If the loop 
VCO is programm d to s arch from the high side of th uncertainty 
band, acquisition should occur in a few seconds at most. O'cher possibil-
ities can b postulat d such as commandin the sweep start point and 
dir ction. 
F. M difi d SGLS Transpond r 
A second backup approach was also investigated. This approach uses 
a portion of the transponder developed under the SGLS Program. A 
block diagram is shown in Figure 6-11. Operation is similar to the 
modified GRARR transponder in that the incoming signal is coherently 
demodulated using a phase locked detector. The entire range tone 
spectrum is filtered (this is in contrast to the rejected approach in 
Section E, wherein each Significant spectral component is separately 
filtered) to reduce the noise bandwidth and is phase modulated on a car-
rier coherently derived from the tracked input carrier. Th~ main dif-
ference, and advantage over the modified GRARR transponder described 
in Section E is that the range tones appe.:\r as singly modulated rather 
than doubly modulated sidebands and thus incur less modulation loss. 
This type of tracking relay experiment transponder was rejected for 
the following reasons: 
Two channel or simultaneous tracking (ground/ GEOS-C, and 
ATS-,F /GEOS-C) is not feasible unless two transponders are 
provided 
Phase locked acquisition would be required 
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Figure 6-11. Modified SGLS Transponder ...... 
T (OK) 
1200 
A hown in Ap ndix D, und r tr ng ignal condition ,nols limit d 
r n at p r ormanc i improv d by bout a facto'" of 3 r lativ to 
th modifi tran pond r. an ra tracking p rfor n of this 
alt rnativ can th r for approximat d by dividin th rror du to 
th rmal noi of th modifi d transpond r by 3 and c' lculatin th oot-
sum-squar of this valu wIth th r solution rror. (Chan s in r -
radiat d nois from th transpond r will low r th improv m nt factor 
slightly.) R solution rror at 1 l/s c sampl rat is a urn d to 
approximat ly 0.01 m t rs/s cond as for th standard RARR syst m. 
Under th conditions chos n in ction E, ran tracking p rformanc 
is id ntical to that of th modifi d GRARR transpond rs. Calculat d 
values of rang rror and rang rat rror ar listed in Tabl -7. 
TABLE 6-7 
Rang and Range Rate Errors-
Modifi d SG LS Trant:lpond r 
Parameters 
a R 
G (dB) P (W) (meters) 
0 1 5.0 
4 3.4 
10 3.0 
3 1 3.9 
4 2.8 
10 2.5 
6 1 3.1 
4 2.5 
10 2.3 
9 1 2.6 
4 2.4 
10 2.3 
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a· R 
(meters/sec) 
0.017 
0.013 
0.012 
0.014 
0.012 
0.011 
0.012 
0.011 
0.011 
0.011 
0.010 
0.010 
R nd n om rl n 
an ton, tr 
1\ 
ra . 
minati n of th curv indi h a cur y f th au 
GRA H tran p nd r th int n d ch i ) havin an input n i mp r -
tur T) f 2000 , ant nna gain ( ) , and output pow r ( ) of 
watt p ach th r luti n of th RR sys m.. duall, ccur-
c is 1 ss than twic s st m r cr a ing T to OooK r in-
cr asin to 10 att imp ov s th accurac , but th improv m nt i 
not sl ~bstantial b cau of th st m r solution limitation. mparabl 
accuracy can b obtain d with 3 d ,T 60 OK and 10 watts. 
Th accuracy of th modifi RARR transpond r with ran ton 
flit rin ) with T 12 OOK, G 3 d and P watts will b 1 ss than 
twlc ' syst m resolution in rang and approximat ly twic yst m 
r ~sol~tion in rang rat. Incr aSing P to 10 watts improv s ran rate 
accuracy by 2 P rcent from 0.020 t 0.01 m t rs/s cond. 
s f a modifi d SGLS transpond r with T 12000 K, GOd and 
P 4 watts will result in a syst'3m accuracy which approach s system 
resolution. Incr aSing P to 0 watts improv s th accuracy by approx-
imat ly 10 P rc nt, but d cr asing P to 1 watt will degrad rang accu-
racy to mor than twic syst m r solution. 
I. Conclusions 
The c..,ve10p ·Il "1 . of a GEOS-C/ATS-·F tracking experiment which 
will yield data oJ: 1. ::-odetic precision is feasibl . Wight, volume and 
power requir m;;;;nts will have little, if any, impact on th GEOS-C de-
sign. Modification of the A 1'8- F spac craft will not be r qui red. 
The proposed approach to spacecraft hardware implementation is: 
Standard GRARR transponder augmented with a low noise input circuit 
and an output power amplifier, and an antenna i.1a ing a 6 dB gain. 
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8 
1. AUGMENTED GRARR - lW 
2. AUGMENTED GRARR - 4W 
3. AUGMENTED GRARR - lOW 
4. MOD. GRARR OR MOD. SGLS - 1 W 
7 
5. MOD. GRARR OR MOD. SGLS - 4W 
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Figure 6-13. Range Rate Accuracy Comparison 
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Th rejected approach s ar : 
1. A modified GRARR transpond r ith rang tone filt ring in one 
channel, a R output power a mplifi r, and a low gain antenna. 
This approach would have r . qui red design of a phase locked 
loop and extremely sta 1 ~ rang ton filter circuitry for th 
applicabl tracking cha'~ nel in the transpond r. 
2. A phas locked loop transpond r with a RF output power am-
plifier and a low gain antenna. Basically, a Unified S- Band 
transponder utilizing Spac Ground Link System frequencies 
and modules had been proposed. No advantage in rang meas-
~~rement would have accrued with th disadvantages of phas 
locked operation. 
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VII. DATA MEASUREMENT REQUIREM NTS 
A. GEOS-C/ATS-F Tracking Data 
1. od tic Purpos s 
To utiliz th tra~king data or g od tic purpos a, it ould b ad-
vantag oua to hav A TS- F track GE S- continuously over half-orbit 
pass s of GEOS-C. A Fet of poasibl tracking schemes haa already 
b en outlined in Section IV, B, 2. 
2. Orbit D termination 
For orbit deterI:'ination, GEOS-C/ATS-F tracking data would be 
needed for each GEOS- pass over a prescribed period of time. For 
example, for a 24-hour period, on possible sch me would be to track 
GEOS-C over three, 3-min. p riods per each GEOS-C pass. 
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VITI. JERATI AL R R MENTS 
A. round Station R quirem nts 
s in th NIMBUS-E/ATS- Data R lay xp rim nt, on fix d ATS 
Ground tation will b . us d to transmit and r c ive th tracking signals 
to and fr om A TS- F. In addition a Mobil A TS Ground Station will b us d 
to simulat GE on the grOt nd and will function as a test targ t for 
th orbiting ATS-F prior to ATS- op ra~:ion with GEOS-C. 
GRARR stations also will track the EOS-C spacecraft dir ctly 
as for th pr vious E S I and GE S II missions, but with the ad-
ditional capability of simultaneously tracking with ATS-F when 
mutual visibiliti s xi st. G , S-C will also carry an APOLLO 
USB transpond r so that the 14 MSFN stations can participate in 
the precision tracking of GEOS-C. Of the fiv GRARR sites, only 
Alaska will not hav visibility of an orbit inclined at 20
01
• All 14 
MSFN stations will have visibility. 
The A TS- F equipment at the A TS Ground Stations must be modified 
to permit extraction of range-rate information from the carri rand 
2.4 MHz subcarrier (derived from uplink carrier) transmitted from the 
GEOS-C GRARR transponder via ATS-F. This modification (entitled 
the ATS-R Receiver Modification Unit) is discussed in Ref r nc 3. 
The A TS Project Office is funding the construction and installation of 
this unit for the NIMBUS-E/ATS-F Data Relay Experiment. It is fully 
compatible with the proposed GEOS-C spacecraft equipment and it is 
assumed to be available for this experiment 
For investigation of range rate tracking data improvement to 0.1 
millimeter per second, it will be .: .. ecessary to extend the ground tracking 
system measurement interval from its maximum value of approximately 
6 seconds to as large as 50 seconds. For the theoretical advantage of 
long measurement intervals, or correspondingly a number of contiguous, 
correlated, shorter measurements, see Reference 9. To instrument 
this capability in the ground tracking system, it will be necessary to 
make one minor change to the Doppler measurement process beyond 
the modifi.cations planned for the NIMBUS-E/ A TS- F experiment. Figure 
8-1 presents a function description of the planned NIMBUS-E/ATS-F 
Doppler measurement. With this method a time interval is measured 
and this time Interval represents the time required to count or accumu-
late "N" (a fixed number) cycles of Doppler plus bias frequency. The 
time interval unit and the N-cycle counter are reset at the sample rate. 
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Figure 8-1. Method of Doppler Measurement I ATS-F/NIMBUS-E 
DATA 
__ ... , RECORDING 
UNIT 
or th GE S- tracldng xp rim nt, th r quir d ppl r cou Lng 
is shown in Figur -2. Th T-cycl coun r r gist rs th continuous 
count of D ppl r and bias cycl sand th data r cording unit ampl s th 
cont nts of th T-counter non-d structiv ly (no res t) at th data sampl 
rat. 
The magni ude of th r quired qui?m nt chang is as folJows: 
Provid a mans of switching th f b + f input to 
eith r th N-cycle counter or the tim interval unit. 
Th pr sent tim int rval unit i ad quate for use as 
the T-cycle count r. 
Provld a means of sampling the T-counter r gisters 
at the sample rate. 
Data recording and data format will remain unchang d. 
The pres nt data r cording and data formatting provide for digits 
of data. It can be calculated that th read-out capacity of th T-count r 
will be ~xce d d very 170 seconds at the worst. 
To minimiz changes to the data formatt rand r cord r, ambi r-uities 
in the total Doppler count will most easily b remov d by th automated 
preprocessing of the raw data prior to th orbit determination progranl. 
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1 ~ i 1 ~, 
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tion 1 17 .2, 
m dul t d on 
n on 0 th th high st t n may be et d and i tran mit d onUnu-
h 
usJ y. ...aeh low r ton is s qu ntiall ppli d n at tim with th high ton 
s ltd to r solve rang am iguiti (R f r ne A-I). Th 1 w st f ur ton 
ar ompl m nted with a kHz ton so hat modulati on product ant n ar th 
earri r fr qu ne • Th r for , th actual modulation ir qu nei s e rr " p ndin 
to th f ur low ,st tones ar " .1 ,4. 32 and 4. 00 kHz. 
A blo k diagram of th GRARR transpond r is hown in igul' A-I (H f r-
ene A-2). The cr . tal 0 cillator fr qu ney of 37.55 MHz i multiplied b to 
obtain a fr qu ncy of 3 . • 95 for mixing with th ineomin ignal. ft r ampli-
fication in th I a mplieflr , the oscillator ir qu ncy i again mix d wi h th 37.55 
MHz crystal seillator to obtain on or more fr qu ncies corr sponding to th 
nt r ir qu nci s of th filt rs. Th input, I , and filter frequenci s ar list d 
in Table A-I. Ther fore, the information transmitted by a ground station pass s 
through one of th three narrow band filters d pending on th fr quency of the 
carri r transmitt d by the ground station, and the transponder can process sig-
Tl.al s from thre ground stations simultaneously. 
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Th chann I filt rs hay nois bandwidths of 550 kHz f r ach of th thre 
narrow} and chann Is and 3.9 1Hz for th wid band chann 1. nt r fr quency 
of th ptional wid band cha.nn 1 is 2.4 MHz which corr sponds to th 1 00.0 
1Hz uplink arri r, and this is th onl fiIt r wru.ch will pass th high st ranging 
ton of - 00 kHz. 
The output of th fiIt TS is limit d and phas modulat d on a multipl of the 
o cil~ator fr quenc ,and this phase modulat d signal is again multipli d so that 
th trans mitt d carrier i~ 1;0 time th osci lator frequency or 2253.0 MHz. Mod-
ulation components, or subcarri rs, are c nt red at ±1.4, 2.4, and 3.2 \-lHz r la-
tive to the carri r d p ndin on the fr qu ncy transmittcd by the ground tation 
as hown' n Table -1, and the ranging toneb are arrang .d around th resp ctiv 
subcarriers. A typical output fr u ncy sp ctrum is shown in Figur A-2. The 
do\vnlink carrier frequency inc1ud s transpond r oscillator instabilit and on way 
dopple!" shift, whil the spacing of th modulation components relativ to th car-
rier include oscillator instability and two-way doppler. Th r for ,oscillator 
instability can be separated from th frequency shift due to v hicle velocity. 
Transmitter output power is nominall 1 watt, but may be tailored according to 
the mission to 1/ 4, 1/2, 3/4, 2, or 10 watts. 
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A-I "GRARR D Sign Evaluation Report," General Dynamics Report 
R-67-042 dated 13 D cember 1967, prepared for GSFC under Contract 
No. NAS 5-10555. 
A-2 "GRARR S-Band Transponder Specifications," GSFC Spec S-530-P-2, 
January 1967. 
·Wideband channel operation cannot occur simultaneou ly with narrowband oper c
ion. 
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A-4 
ANG A R S-
,RA R TR 
Erro t's in th ang and ang rat m a ur m nts or th -C;' TS- F 
tracking xp rim nt ar list d for th indieat d valu RAR tran p nd r 
input nois temp ratur (T) an nna gain ( ) and R output pow r ( . alcula-
tions ar discus d in ction B. Th gr und tracking station is assum d to 0 
operating In th following mod 
Singl chann 1 tracking 
ang ton 100 kHz 
Tracking bandwidth 1 Hz 
Rang rate rror (u R) 
No rang tone 
Tracking bandwidth 2 kHz (B n - 1 KHz) 
ampling rate - J / second 
In this operating configuration syst m resolution is 2.23 meters in range and 
0.00975 meters/second in rang rate. 
I 
B-1 
T (OK) G (dB) (W) O"R (m t rs) 
1200 0 1 17.0 0.0 9 l/s 
4 .3 0.046 
10 5.5 0.030 
3 1 9. 0.052 
4 4. 0.02S 
10 3.4 0.020 
6 1 4. 0.030 
4 3.1 0.017 
10 2.7 0.014 
1 3.1 0.020 
4 2.5 0.013 
10 2.3 O. 12 
600 0 1 13.0 0.073 
4 6. 0.037 
10 4.6 0.025 
3 1 6. 0.041 
4 3. 0.023 
10 2.9 0.016 
6 1 3.9 0.026 proposed 4 2.7 0.016 II 
10 ~. 0.012 approach 
9 1 2.9 O.OlS 
4 2.4 0.012 
10 2.3 0.011 
300 0 1 9.0 0.057 
4 4.S 0.030 
10 3.4 0.021 
3 1 4.S 0.035 
4 3.1 0.020 
10 2.7 0.015 
6 1 3.4 0.025 
4 2.7 0.015 
10 2.3 0.013 
9 1 2.S 
-.. O.OlS 
4 2.3 0.013 
10 2.3 0.011 
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A 
L T A 
hi ap ndix c ntain d cription of th various bl ck of th 
ica~ : st era.bl arra shown in igur 
T ELEM T 
RRAY 
Each of th ight antenna I m nts c nsists of a m talli Archim d an pi-
ral print d on diel ctric board. Figur C-1 shows th spiral mount d in a c lin-
drical cavity_ Th spiral is fluBh-moun d on th GE S slant face to pr v nt 
solar c 11 shadowing. Each antenna is thre inch s in diam ter by two inches 
d ep. Th antennas ar fed by a coaxial input on the r ar cavity wall. A print d 
circuit balun transforms the unbalanced coaxial input to a balanc d fe d at th 
spiral cent r t rminals. Th balun is mount d on a printed circuit board along 
the cavity c nt rline as shown in Figurp. C-l. The spiral ant nna has an axial 
ratio less than 2.0 dB and a gain of 6 dB abov circular isotropic. Each antenna 
has a weight of 90 grams. Half-power beamwidth is 70 degr es for each 1 mente 
Th elements are spaced on three-inch centers. 
BUTLER MATRIX 
Each of the two Butler matrices consists of a low-loss power divider and 
phasing system for four antenna elements. Figure C-2 shows a Butler matrix 
consisting of four 90-degree hybrid couplers 1L, 2L, lR, 2R and four output 
ports labelled 1, 2, 3, 4 which connect to the ant Jm3.s. When a signal is applied 
to one of the input ports, the matrix divides the power equally amoung the output 
ports 1, 2, 3, and 4 with the proper phase gradient to steer the antenna beam. 
Each input port of the Butler matrix provides a different phase gradient across 
the output ports so that overlapping anteI'na beams can be gen rated by the array. 
The matrix insertion loss is 0.5 dB and each matrix weighs 0.42 pounds. 
BEAM SWITCHING NETWORK 
Each of the two beam switching networks consists of a single-pole four-
throw diode switch which connects the different beam ports of the Butler matrix 
to the matrix selection switch. The Switching network is fabricated in stripline 
with an estimated weight of 0.2 pounds each. The switches will be impedance 
matched in the forward and reverse bias states with isolation of 25 dB and in-
sertion loss of 0.5 dB. 100 milliwatts of drive power is req tired for the diode. 
The switch is shown in Figure C-3. 
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C-4 
II 
Th input of th tw b am witching n ork ar s I ct d by in 1 -pol 
d ubI -thr w switch hown in igur -. witch consists of two di 
m unt d in ach branch arm of at. Ins rtion loss of th switch i .5 d and 
isolation is 25 d . Th diode will b imp danc match d in th forward an 
r v rs bia stat s. I5timat dwight of th diod in a striplin configuration 
is 0.1 pound. Th D pow r r quir m nt is 100 milliwatts. Th maximum R 
pow r through th switch is thr e watts W. Alt rnat diod configu:coations will 
b r quir d for handling higr.er R F pow r 1 v Is. 
• 
~-INPUT 
..... _--------_. __ ._ , .. '---------"" 
Figure C-4. Matrix A/B Switch 
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PIN DIODE 
HOLDER 
coh r nt 1 con i-
tion ut wh n noi i th a curac 
p rformanc can b compar d by consld rin th r lativ 
ignal sp ctral compon nt fo th sam total transmitt pow r. 
onsid r first a in 1 n trackin an .-rat only. 40th non-
con r nt A R tran pon r: 
where: 
aim - standard d viation in range-rat measur m I1t. 
(¢/ S)CN - nois d nsity to ca ri r pow r. 
( / S)SCN - nois:';. de sity to subcarrier pow r. 
KN :. function of effective frequency on which doppl r is measured. 
Ko - function of doppl r bias frequency and doppl r count smooth-
ing interval. 
If the total transmitter power is used as a refe ence and th GRARR modula-
tion parameters are used: 
= 0 . 263 (:J 
'f' /T 
0.616 (..§..) ¢ T 
(5.8 dB down) 
('2.1 dB down) 
D-l 
ow, c 
cond110n : 
wh r Kc = 
P 
(¢/S)cc ( S/¢)cc 
h 
d in th c h nt 
A. t / 2p 
turnaround ratio of th 
- 25 /205 ~ 1.25 
::: nois d nsity to ca.rrl 
::: ( S/¢)T 
Comparing the p rformance: 
v ' RC 
O"RN 
, un 
tran ond r 
r pow r 
1 / 2 
= 
1 
2 . 95 
- A. 2 
t 
n nd n-
m tr ckin 
If range tracking is done simu1tan ously using the highest tone only, the 
conditions for the non-coherent transponder ar : 
(!~CN = 0.263 ~!~T (5.8 dB down) 
(!tN = 0 . 340 (!JT (4.7 dB down) 
(!)RN = 0.258 (!)T (rang ton 5.9 dB down) 
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omparing: 
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th t r 
RTR H TE T 
n h t t on a R transpond r w r p rform d to d t rmin th 
f th a umpti n us d to d riv th curv of tran p nd r output .. rs 
input / hown in igur -1. Th t ts w r p rform d at th 
light .I nt usin an El ctrac T st stand th backup tran -
p nd r for 0 -. Th transpon r has th ' I "wid band chann 1 and th " " 
narrow and chann 1. T sts w r p rform d on th " "chann 1. Th t st s t 
output was fi t d t rmin d by comparing 1 v Is on a sp ctrum 1inalyzer with a 
calibrat d ourc at 1. Hz. Th sourc calibration wa also ch ck d with a 
lorn t • Th t st s t output, on chann 1 unmodulat d, at th circulator 
output port, and with 10 dB of att nuation in th circulator ~nput lin , war; -37.5 
dBm. Th art nuation b tw n the circulator and th GR RR transpond r was 
det rmin d to b 53.5 dB, in both dir ctions. This was don by f eding a meas-
ured + 27 dBm in on nd, and m asuring -26.5 dBm at th oth r. Figur E-1 
shows th t st s t up for m asuring signal compon nts out versus signal in. 
Measur ments w r p rformed by using a calibrated source to match output 
spectrum amplitudes 0n the sp ctrum analyzer. 
Figur E-2 shows the measured values of the carrier and each of the two 
subcarrie s. Differences:n subcarrier levels are probably cau d by nonlin-
earity of th transpond r amplifier ov r the fr quency rang and are not con-
sidered to ·ndicate a problem. Comparison with Figure 6-1, referencing 0 dB 
on Figure 6-1 to C . = -lOG dBm on Figure E-2, indicates that the curves are 
1 n 
comparable. 
The test set-up shown in E'igure E-3 was used to determine subcarrier out-
put level change as a fun0tion of input. This test was performed on the 57 MHz 
(after first conv rsion) subcarrier only. Figure E-4 is a plot of the results. 
This is seen to be an extension of one cf th~ curves of Figure E-2 to lower C in 
values. 
The same set-up, without the AGC-swamping signal generator, was then 
used to measure the subcarrier to reradiated-noise-density ratio as a function 
of input level. This was done by taking wave analyzer reading on the subcarrier 
and then tuning away about 4 kHz, into the noise band surrounding the subcarrier. 
The wave analyzer filter was in the 1 kHz bandwidth n ode; as a check a response 
plot of this filter showed a noise bandwidth within on percent of 1 kHz. Results 
are shown in Figure E--5. 
*The tronger of the cwo first order subcarrier • 
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As a n ral obs rvation, it i not d that r radiat d noi b havior i as 
pr ict d by th oryas umin 10 dB tran. pond r nois figur and a 550 kHz 
nois andwidth. It hould n t d that th noi sp ctrum around th ubcar-
cari r is not at all flat, how v r, th m asur ments of Figur E-5 ar of th 
nois v ry clos to th subcarri r . Th "av rag" noi in th 550 kHz band 
c nt r d on a ubcarri r is thus som what ow r (R f r nc -1). 
igur E-5 s ms to indicat that th sid band signal to noise-d nsity ratio 
out of th GRARR transpond r is approximat 1 th sam as th transponder 
input signal-to-nois densit ratio exc pt at signal to nois ratios of 0 dB. ' 
Around 0 dB signal-to-nois ratio, the phas modulator and the limiter degrade 
the sideband signal-to-nois d nsity ratio by 2-3 dB. Thus the data is consistent 
with the rational and assumptions used In the d velopment of th parametric 
power budg ts. 
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